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ABSTRACT
Standard acoustic event classification (AEC) solutions require
large-scale collection of customer data from client devices for
model optimization. However, they inevitably suffer from the
risks of compromising customer privacy. Federated learning
(FL) is a compelling framework that decouples data collection
and model training to protect customer privacy. In this work,
we investigate the feasibility of applying FL to improve AEC
performance under a strict constraint that no customer data
can be directly uploaded to the server. We assume no pseudo
labels can be inferred from on-device user inputs, aligning
the typical use cases of AEC. We adapt self-supervised learn-
ing to the FL framework for on-device continual learning
of representations. By training representation encoders on
a growing and increasingly diverse pool of local customer
data, we demonstrate that it results in improved performance
of the downstream AEC classifiers without labeled/pseudo-
labeled data available. Compared to the baseline w/o FL, the
proposed method improves precision up to 20.3% relatively
while maintaining the recall. Our work differs from prior
work in FL that our approach does not require user-generated
learning targets, and we use internal data from Amazon Alexa
to maximally simulate the production settings.

Index Terms— Federated learning, representation learn-
ing, self-supervised learning, acoustic event classification

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic event classification (AEC) is a task of automatically
detecting the occurrence of a set of events within the sound
clips recorded from the target environments. The target events
can range from a pre-engineered list such as baby crying and
dog barking to event types specified by the customers them-
selves. AEC has played an important role in a wide range
of applications in the domain of surveillance [1] [2] and rec-
ommendation systems [3]. It has been conventionally studied
with classical speech recognition techniques [4] [5] [6] and
more recently overtaken by deep learning algorithms [7] [8]
[9] [10] thanks to the advancements in machine learning. Re-
cent state-of-the-art works on AEC commonly need to collect
a large set of data to on the server to support complex model
optimization routines. The strong coupling between data and
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model under the centralized optimization framework exposes
significant privacy risks. For applications that involve highly
sensitive data (e.g. smart speakers in a household), compro-
mising on customer data privacy can be a deal-breaker.

Federated learning (FL) provides a compelling alternative
framework to achieve this goal. FL is a distributed learn-
ing framework that exploits distributed resources to collab-
oratively train a machine learning model [11]. Thanks to the
decoupling of data and model, it is able to keep the sensitive
training data locally at the participating devices and never col-
lect them centrally. Numerous recent successes [12] [13] have
shown the viability of applying FL to boost privacy preserva-
tion as well as offer competitive model performance. How-
ever, these work assumes access to data annotations directly
from user inputs. Unfortunately, users rarely have any in-
teraction with the client devices in a typical AEC setting.
Consequently, it is difficult to obtain data annotations directly
from customers. In this work, we assume no annotated data
are available besides a small annotated dataset from internal
users. Since the classifier models naïvely trained from this
dataset are likely not able to generalize well for general pub-
lic users, it is necessary to take advantage of the customer
data locally stored on client devices for the learned models to
generalize to more client users.

In this paper, we apply federated learning to improve the
performance of realistic AEC tasks under the privacy con-
straint. The goal is to improve AEC model precision and
generalization to unseen client users after the deployment of
the initial model trained on the small annotated dataset. We
propose a self-supervised federated learning framework that
learns improved representations from the un-labeled audio
data stored on local client devices. Our empirical findings
show that improvement of learned representations after fed-
erated learning can lead to improvement of classification per-
formance even the classifiers are trained on the same anno-
tated dataset. Unlike prior work done on public datasets [14],
we conduct our experiments with internal data collected from
Amazon employees only. Our dataset closely resembles the
non-independent and identically distributed (IID) distribution
of data and devices from highly realistic production settings,
which no public datasets for AEC [15] [16] can simulate.



2. RELATED WORK

There has been a great volume of work on learning when
labeled data is scarce. A common class of solutions fo-
cuses on learning condensed and generalizable high-level
representations from the surface features such as raw au-
dio waveforms or spectrograms. For example, represen-
tations can be learned from autoregressive predictive coding
(APC) [17] [18] [19], PASE [20] [21], or triplet loss [22] [23].
These self-supervised learning techniques may benefit down-
stream tasks such as AEC. Small encoder models [24] ap-
plicable for mobile devices also share similar findings. Our
work builds on top of [18] to extract high-level features via
federated learning.

Federated learning is able to indirectly learn from an in-
creasing amount of data under the privacy constraints as op-
posed to being limited to a fixed dataset. Recent work [12]
[13] [25] [26] [27] shows that FL can output competitive mod-
els when the learning targets are given via supervised learn-
ing methods. However, these works either assume available
training targets from user inputs or perform study in a dif-
ferent field. Perhaps the closest approach to ours is [14], in
which federated self-supervised learning is applied to learn
representations from multi-sensor data. Since its users are
simulated by randomly dividing the training set, its experi-
ment cannot simulate the non-IID distribution of data and de-
vices. In addition, its downstream task uses a linear classifier
which severely lacks expressiveness. In comparison, we con-
duct our experiment on internal datasets, where the partition-
ing of users and devices is real rather than simulated. We sim-
ulate the assumptions from realistic production settings that
none of our customer data are uploaded or accessible. We use
federated self-supervised learning to improve learned repre-
sentations, and we show that the improvement in representa-
tion learning translates to improvement in event classification
performance with no addition of labeled data. To the best of
our knowledge, this work is the first to apply self-supervised
FL to AEC problems on an industrial-level dataset under re-
alistic assumptions. Our work provides clear evidence of the
viability of FL when data labels are unavailable.

3. METHODS

Given an audio signal x = (x1, x2,, ..., xN ), where N is the
length of a full utterance, we consider the task to train a pre-
dictor f make a binary prediction z ∈ {0, 1} on whether a
certain event presents in x. We denoteDServer = {(x, z)} as
the fully annotated dataset on the server and DClient = {x}
as the unlabeled client dataset stored in the client devices from
customer client devices S = (S1, ..., SK).

As shown in Fig 1, we first train an APC model that con-
sists of an encoder genc : x → h, x ∈ Rn, h ∈ Rm and a
decoder gdec : h → x, h ∈ Rm, x ∈ Rn, where m,n are
the dimension of the latent feature vector and post-processed

Fig. 1: Our proposed model architecture. We decouple representa-
tion learning and downstream training of classifiers. We first train
a feature encoder genc to encode input signals (e.g. LFBE) to la-
tent feature space. We apply federated learning to expose models
to an increasing pool of users for benefits in the generalization of
the learned representations. We then apply conventional supervised
learning on the server using server data to fine-tune the classifier.

input (e.g., LFBE) respectively. The decoder then uses the
feature vector as the input to predict a future frame xi+n,
where n is the number of steps the prediction is ahead of
xi. We optimize the L1 reconstruction loss between the pre-
dicted sequence y = (y1, y2, ..., yN ) and the target sequence
t = (x1+n, x2, ..., xN+n). wenc and wdec are the parameters
of the encoder and decoder respectively.

To take advantage of locally stored data Dclient, we ap-
ply the FederatedAveraging algorithm [28]. We first train
an initial APC model M0 from an annotated dataset. This
dataset is assumed to be collected from internal testing partic-
ipants who explicitly agree to upload their data to the server.
M0 is sent to all client devices and serves as the global start-
ing point for federated learning at t = 0. Each of the partici-
pating client devices in a given round of communication accu-
mulates a local dataset Dk, where k is the index of the client
device. The size of dataset Dk may vary from device to de-
vice. Each client device optimizes its local model on its local
dataset by running stochastic gradient descent (SGD) on L1
loss. The model weights of a selected set of client devices are
uploaded back to the server at the end of the communication.
The server aggregates the weights of the models to obtain a
new global modelM1.M1 is sent and optimized on the par-
ticipating devices in the next round of communication. This
process repeats to incorporate an increasing amount of decen-
tralized data in training the global modelM. In essence, after
adopting the federated learning framework the loss function
can be written as Eq 1, where nk = |Dk| and n =

∑K
k=1 nk.

min
wenc,wdec

L(wenc, wdec)

s.t., L(wenc, wdec) =

K∑
k=1

nk
n
l(wenc, wdec) (1)

lwenc,wdec
=

N−n∑
i=1

|xi+n − yi|



Server executes
initialize APC model weights w = (wenc, wdec)
initialize the classification-layer parameter wc

// stage I: pre-train
train w0 on Dserver

// stage II: federated self-supervised learning
for each round t = 1, 2, ... do
St ← (random set of m clients)
for each client k ∈ St in parallel do
wk

t+1 ← ClientUpdate(k,wt)
end for
wt+1 ←

∑K
k=1

nk

n w
k
t+1

end for
// stage III: train classifier on Dserver

Fix wenc

for B in Dserver do
h← genc(B)
p′ ← gc(h)
wc ← wc − η∇lc(wc, p;B)

end for
ClientUpdate(k, w):
B ← (split Dk into batches of size B)
for each local epoch i from 1 to E do

for batch b ∈ B do
w ← w − η∇l(w; b)

end for
end for

Algorithm 1: Federated Self-Supervised
Federated Learning (FSSL). The K clients are
indexed by k; B is the local minibatch size, E is the
number of local epochs, and η is the learning rate.

Applying federated learning to train M on client data can
improve the generalization of the learned feature encoders to
customers who are not in the internal testing program. Once
M converges, its parameters are frozen.

To predict event occurrences, we train a classifier gc :
h → p, h ∈ Rm, p ∈ R which takes the input of the en-
coded feature vectors and outputs the binary prediction z ∈
{0, 1}. The classifiers are trained with a modified binary
cross-entropy (BCE) loss seen in Eq (2),

lc = − [c · zn · ln pn + (1− zn) ln(1− pn)] (2)

where c is a positive scaling factor to adjust the loss for pos-
itive samples. In this paper, we conduct our experiment on
single event classification. However, the same procedures can
be easily extended to multi-class classification problems by
adding an additional binary classifier for each new class of
event following a one-vs-all paradigm.

4. EXPERIMENTS

Data The data we use is collected from our internal Beta pro-
gram, which consists of only Amazon employees. In our pri-
mary study, we use fully annotated data from March to July

2021. It consists of 28,069 unique device numbers (DSNs)
and 330,412 audio clips. Each audio clip is 10-second long
and contains information on the timestamp and the DSN of
the source device. The annotated data from March 2021 are
used to simulate the server data Dserver. The remaining data
from April to July 2021 are used to simulate the client data
Dclient. Under this simulation setting, Dserver is analogous
to participants in the internal testing program, and Dclient

is analogous to production users with privacy constraints af-
ter product launch. Let Θ(D) be the set of unique DSNs
in a dataset D, and we define three subsets of users I =
Θ(Dserver) ∩ Θ(Dclient), U = Θ(Dserver)C ∩ Θ(Dclient),
and T = Θ(Dserver)C ∩ Θ(Dclient)

C Intuitively, I cor-
responds to the users who participated in both the internal
testing program and post-deployment product improvement
program, U points to the users who only participated in the
post-deployment product improvement program, and T rep-
resents the users who were in neither of the programs. In the
result section, we report our model performances tested on
these three partitions DI , DU , and DT for the “dog barking”
event respectively to analyze the impact of applying federated
learning on in-distribution and out-of-distribution data sam-
ples. We assume the device is communicated with the server
every 24 hours after running the ClientUpdate routine. After
each communication, the data stored on the client devices is
cleared due to memory constraints of the client device. In our
ablative study, we augment the Dclient with unlabeled data
uniformly subsampled from the same time period. We use
the labeled data in Dclient to estimate the associated model
performances.
Implementation details We first post-process the raw audio
signals by computing their Log Filter Bank Energy (LFBE)
features with window size 25 ms and hop size of 10 ms. The
number of mel coefficients is 20, which results in a leg-mel
spectrogram feature of size 998×20. Features are further nor-
malized by global cepstral mean and variance normalization
(CMVN). Our encoder consists of 5 layers of convolutional
layers followed by an LSTM layer with 64 units, where the
kernels and strides are [(3, 3), (3, 3), (3, 3), (3, 1), (3, 1)] and
[(2, 2), (2, 2), (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1)] respectively. Our choice of
decoder is a Conv1D layer that reconstructs the LFBE signals.
The AEC classifier is made by an additional LSTM layer with
hidden size of 96 followed by a dense layer on top of the en-
coder. A sigmoid function then maps the dense layer output
to p ∈ [0, 1].
Evaluation Metric We evaluate the performance of models
based on the area under the curve (AUC) and the precision-
recall curves onDI ,DU , andDT . We compare the precisions
at the recall values ranging from 0.6 to 0.9 as these regions are
of practical interest for real use cases.
Baseline We compare our model performance with two base-
lines: (1)SSL w/o Dclient: classifier trained from pre-trained
APC modelM0. This corresponds to the method of directly
deploying models trained from server data without FL, and



(a) DI (b) DU (c) DT
Fig. 2: The effect of the size of the client data Dclient on precision-recall curves. For reference, FSSL (1x) model is trained on Dclient

containing 287,302 utterances. FSSL(2x), FSSL(4x), and FSSL(8x) are trained on augmented Dclient by incorporating extra un-labeled data.

Methods

DI DU DT

AUC (%)
Precision (%) at recall r

AUC (%)
Precision (%) at recall r

AUC (%)
Precision (%) at recall r

r = 0.7 r = 0.8 r = 0.9 r = 0.7 r = 0.8 r = 0.9 r = 0.7 r = 0.8 r = 0.9

SSL w/oDclient 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
FSSL 104.55 107.41 110.51 118.56 103.15 102.94 107.56 120.30 104.97 105.72 108.59 118.80

SSL w/Dclient 113.17 114.01 121.60 139.57 116.96 117.71 122.75 152.36 114.87 113.15 123.39 150.83

Table 1: Relative benchmark results for the proposed method and baseline models. Note that we set “SSL w/o Dclient” as the
baseline (100%) to calculate the relative performance for other two methods in each column. FSSL is equivalent to the FSSL
(4x) in Fig. 2. FSSL consistently outperforms SSL w/o Dclient baseline on all data partitions. The improvement, however, is
less compared to SSL w/ Dclient when the Dclient is directly used to train the classifier.

(2)SSL w/ Dclient: classifier trained with all annotated data
D = Dserver ∪ Dclient. This corresponds to the scenario
where all customer data are directly accessible under the
centralized training framework, where SSL stands for self-
supervised learning. Note that (2) is unrealistic for real world
applications but it can be treated as an upper bound for clas-
sifiers at here. Both models (1) and (2) consume only the
server data for learning the representations, whereas (2) uses
all annotated data and (1) only uses the server data to train
the classifiers.

5. RESULTS

In order to study the effect of the size of the client dataset
Dclient used for FL training, we further incorporate extra
unlabeled data (~2M) collected in the same time period as
Dclient to find the best performing setup. We vary the size of
Dclient from 1x to 2x, 4x, and 8x. Fig. 2 shows that further
model improvement can be achieved by increasing the size of
client dataset. However, such improvement diminishes when
the client dataset is expanded to 8x. Therefore, we discuss
the performance of the proposed method using FSSL(4x) in
the following section.

The results of different models benchmarked on DI , DU ,
and DT are shown in Table 1. The proposed method consis-
tently outperforms the baseline model SSL w/o Dclient in all
benchmarks, whereas SSL w/ Dclient yields the best model
performance among all three models. Although the improve-

ment in the overall AUC brought by FL of representations
is relatively small, the improvements at high recall regions
(e.g., 0.6-0.9) are significant. Since high recall regions are
of practical production interest, our results show clear evi-
dence that fine-tuning acoustic event classification model in
the post-deployment stage through continual learning of rep-
resentations is feasible. The vastly superior performance from
SSL w/Dclient model indicates that when well-annotated data
is accessible to centralized computing resources, conventional
supervised learning is still more effective in optimizing model
weights with respect to fixed learning targets. However, for
particular use cases where sensitive data is involved and learn-
ing algorithm is not allowed to directly interacting with large
datasets on the cloud, centralized learning algorithms is con-
sequently infeasible. In turn, federated learning may be one
of the few solutions to the task.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We show that leveraging self-supervised federated learning
to train AEC models on local client data leads to improve-
ment in model performance with no extra cost of adding la-
beled data. Although training representation encoders is rela-
tively less effective than directly training the classifiers using
centralized training methods , we note that federated learning
can become the deciding factors for certain applications given
growing concerns around consumer data privacy.
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